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Courtney Carver shows us the energy of simplicity to boost our health, build more meaningful
human relationships, and relieve stress in our professional and personal lives.We are often on a
quest for more— In this book, she displays us how to pursue useful minimalism so we are able to
create more with less— Stress was like gasoline on the fire of symptoms, and it became clear that
she had a need to root out the physical and emotional clutter that were the source of her debts
and discontent. For Carver, this continuous striving got to come to an end when she was
diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS).  more space, additional time, and even more love.  we
surrender to pressure each day to function more, personal more, and do more.  Carver invites us
to look at the big picture, discover what's most important to us, and reclaim lightness and
simplicity by eliminating all the excess things.
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Heartfelt, but not enough of a feeling of audience I've been reading and listening to books on
simplicity and minimalism lately, and this is among the less useful books I've run into. What I
especially liked about the publication was that the writer was open up about her struggles,
acknowledging that a few of the adjustments were particularly difficult and that it had taken her
years to figure stuff out (and that this process was still ongoing). She's also from my area of the
united states, and includes a family, so when I then found out that she acquired a reserve, I knew
I needed to read or pay attention to it. Ultimately, I paid attention to it, nonetheless it was a
ponderous pay attention. There wasn't more than enough narrative to keep me interested, and I
was amazed at what was there (a story about getting a dog) and what wasn't (a fully developed
narrative about how her medical diagnosis with MS led to her decision to live life differently). In
addition, the advice was therefore persistent (so much use of the imperative! The author uses
her own encounter (a medical diagnosis of MS and the changes that needed of her life) to
explain the advantages of adopting an easier life, much less beholden to belongings and societal
targets of "achievement" and a "good existence. Overall, the Carver of the book comes across as
weirdly navel gazing, even though her blog does not.- learn how to better protect my time for
items/people that truly matter if you ask me; General, I think that there are more engaging and
far more inspiring books on Minmalism out there, such as Fumio Sasaki's Goodbye Issues, and
Joshua Becker's The More of Less. It provides a deeper why than more books I've continue
reading the subject. Not a living space. Soulful Simpleness has helped me better understand the
psychological burden of my physical mess, and how it provides contributed to my mental mess.
The helpful action measures listed at the end of each section possess helped me with the next:-
know how simplifying my life will benefit me;- create new steps of success;- forget about the
guilt mounted on items in my piles of mess; As others have said, I think that the blog page is
better than the book. Currently changing my purchasing habits due to reading the book.. I have
already completed the first step - Decluttering my home - 8 bags of clothing 2 boxes of
sneakers. Must read.- identify why I've such trouble working on reducing my mess (decision
fatigue!); For everyone out there who over-prolong yourselves at everything in your lives, who
give too much (til it hurts!We highly recommend this book for individuals who recognize the
necessity to simplify and simply need gentle nudges in the right direction. In sharing her own
journey to a straightforward lifestyle, Courtney Carver encourages the reader to consider the
"why's" behind a desire for simplicity a lot more than the "how's," and suggests that this journey
will be and should different for everybody. I appreciate how she reassures her readers that her
transformation wasn't easy or quick, and that the measures she had taken to simplify her life
were things she didn't always feel just like doing. OMG, superb book! Easy to read, very well
created and sheesh, this woman is so i'm all over this! When I finish, I start it once more. If you
want to feel the influence of your life read it gradually and with contemplation. and- understand
manageable strategies for how to simplify your daily life in a sustainable way.) you must buy
this book and finally try and do yourself a favour to realize that it is OK to take care of YOU!
There are really EASY tools you can take, even just in baby measures, and succeed at being
happier and healthier in EVERY part of your life. Im really TRYING to learn how to care for ME,
after spending all of my 55 years looking after EVERYONE else Initial and departing myself to
the LAST. Writer gives suggestions about what has worked on her behalf and encourages readers
to walk their personal journey with no guilt. No time left after spending everything on a
demanding job (or two jobs! Or, three!" She clarifies just how she simplified her life --
eliminating personal debt, downsizing her home, getting rid of a lot of her belongings, changing
her method of what was essential -- and how this allowed her to experience life more deeply



and more fully also to be a better mother, wife, and friend. NOT ONLY Decluttering! Soothing
Tone of voice (audio version) Courtney's voice is so soothing to hear on the audible version of
this book. This female is fantastic in a VERY down to earth way. I’d Want to attend among her
speaking engagements. Fingertips crossed that happens! Tips for a far more fulfulling life This
was an extremely interesting, thought-provoking, and challenging book.) that I was switched off,
even though I came across the advice itself consistent with my ideals. That’s me! I had heard
about Courtney Carver's inspiring tale, on the Minimalism documentary and through Joshua
Becker's book The More of Much less, and I've read her blog. You decide what you want/need
much less of and discover on the way how that specific less can become more for you and yours.
I am hoping to implement a lot of her suggestions in my own life.), on keeping a house/back
yards up, keeping a partner fulfilled and content, keeping a boss impressed by your work,
keeping a kid thriving and healthy, looking after aging parents and close friends who are “needy”
with needing assist in how to make feeling of their lives. This gives me hope. A MUST BUY
publication! She does gives ideas and suggestions for pairing down, but not as checklists that, if
rigorously implemented, will result in a perfectly organized home and schedule. Rather the
suggestions are presented as a series of options to try on and discard or adopt as appropriate.
She explains the actions she required and makes ideas for how visitors can go about making
certain changes within their lives, but she will not claim that her methods will be the only way or
the "right" method for everyone. Great Suggestions & I can think of no better reason to get
started. Love There are many things to love about this book, and near the top of my list is
Courtney's honesty. Purchased this book because a gift to myself following hearing about any of
it on a blog page. Easy to read. This may be one of the few "how to simplify your daily life"
books that's not all about cluttering and tidying up. I read this publication on the DC subway,
every day, to and from function. Super scary how she GETS ME and KNOWS my feelings and
thoughts (cuz she has had all of them too! Each time I examine it, I gain fresh insights and
motivation to improve. It's a little and visually appealing publication, and it offers me great
pleasure to draw it out of my backpack and retreat into its wisdom. This book has given me so
many ideas and inspirations that I have integrated into my life which have added so much love
and fullness. Excellent book. She often had to drive herself to accomplish what she knew would
help her and her family members in the long run. Very good assistance to help with physical
mess along with mental / internal clutter. Recommend! While most books on simplifying do
mention effects it might have on the people one lives with (generally in the form of "mess your
stuff as well as your spouse/partner/children/roommates will join the simpleness bandwagon),
Carver focuses on the relationships themselves and what sort of journey toward an easier way
of life can positively influence them. Anyway, that is an excellent publication. She's got great
stories to inform and she shares each with a whole lot of humor woven in. Each chapter provided
different ways to place into practice her ideas. An excellent listen and I've currently listened to
it twice. One of my favorites. Soulful Simplicity has helped me better understand the emotional
burden of my physical clutter As a mother of three children who's emotionally attached to so
many things, this publication helped me recognize that my home has become a storage space
space. It's a lovely offering to the topic. A deeper why This book offers greater than a how to do
Minimalism. Love!). Great Book Very motivational and inspirational.);. Powerful This is a
straightforward read but not an easy read. A Must Read ! Great suggestions if you're seeking to
simplify your daily life Great information on steps to simplify your life. Which, as you may know,
NEVER HAPPENS.- identify my biggest personal contributor to clutter (I can't get rid of this "in
the event".
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